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Abstract 
On January 20, 2020, UCD Co., Ltd. was successfully listed on the Science and Technology 
Innovation Board as the first share of China's voting rights difference arrangement. It 
represents the official landing of the differentiated voting rights system in mainland 
China, which is of great significance to improving China's corporate governance and 
stimulating the vitality of the development of science and technology enterprises. 
However, the differentiated voting rights system also has problems such as the increase 
in the cost of entrusted agency, the failure of internal supervision of the company, the 
improper representation of the issuer, and the infringement of the rights and interests 
of minority shareholders. Therefore, it is necessary to avoid the risks brought about by 
the differentiated voting rights system and further improve the relevant supporting 
policies. Using Wheelock as an example, Wheelock is used to analyzing the problems and 
impacts of the differentiated voting rights system. We evaluate the countermeasures and 
effects taken by the Hong Kong government. The treatise proposes institutional ideas for 
the Mainland Science and Technology Innovation Board to further standardize the 
restrictions on the types of corporate access and establish and improve the chief 
independent director system, further highlighting the director withdrawal mechanism. 
Moreover, further, strengthen the risk disclosure system to promote the advantages and 
disadvantages and promote the prosperity and development of China's economy. 
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1. Introduction 

On January 20, 2020, UCCD was successfully listed on the Science and Technology Innovation 
Board, marking the successful landing of the voting rights difference system in mainland China. 
However, compared with the European and American markets that have already implemented 
this system, China's voting rights difference system still has many deficiencies. The direct 
transplantation of the system of European and American countries will inevitably lead to 
"rejection reactions" due to differences in national systems and political systems. As a "policy 
window," Hong Kong has experienced the differentiated voting rights system change, which is 
worthy of our in-depth exploration. The companies involved in the system deserve our 
attention. Before the Stock Exchange amended the Listing Rules in 1989 to formally prohibit 
the listing of B shares. Six listed companies in Hong Kong implemented dual-shareholding 
structures: Wheelock, Carling, Hong Kong Property Trust, Federal Real Estate, Grand Hotel, and 
Swire. Among these companies, four belong to the same faction, namely Wheelock as the parent 
company, and Carlient, Hong Kong Property Trust, and Federal Real Estate as its subsidiaries. 
Moreover, Grand Hotel was transferred from Lagoo Properties to IPO in 1988, which has a short 
duration and is therefore unsubstantiated; its shell company, Lagoo Properties, has corporate 
governance problems but is included in Wheelock's problems. The Swire Group, which has been 
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surviving B shares, even if it does not have B shares, the shares held by the Swaiya family can 
still control Swire Company, but due to the relevant legal costs, there is no intention to return 
to the one-share one-right system. As a result, the focus of research on Hong Kong's 
differentiated voting rights system fell on the HSBC Group. 
Therefore, this paper takes Wheelock as a case study to analyze the problems and impacts of 
the differentiated voting rights system and evaluate the countermeasures and effects taken by 
the Hong Kong government to find the enlightenment for improving the voting rights difference 
system. 

2. Wheelock Group's Differentiated Voting Rights 

Wheelock is a veteran British firm founded in Shanghai in 1925 by George Madden, a British 
Jew, operating warehouse storage and shipping. In 1971, he acquired the Federal Real Estate 
Co. Ltd. owned by The Chinese merchant Yuliang Zhang by issuing new shares. Furthermore, 
the Madden family was diluted, Yuliang Zhang became the major shareholder, John Madden was 
still the board chairman. In 1972 he through the Development of Real Estate Property through 
Harrismond Development Co., Ltd. In the same year, Wheelock issued B shares. In the shipping 
industry in the 1980s, John Madden's misjudgment led to an operating loss of HK$60 million 
and a corporate debt of HK$2.18 billion. In 1985, after the acquisition war between Yugang Bao  
and Depu Qiu , Wheelock Group fell into the hands of Yugang Bao  and was privatized by him. 
At this time, in essence, Wheelock's differentiated voting rights structure has been terminated. 
The imperfection of Hong Kong's differentiated voting rights system led to the implementation 
of this system company a lot of ills, tragic mergers and acquisitions, and eventually privatization 
and delisting. 

2.1. Principal-agent Costs Increase  
In the differentiated voting rights structure, proxy costs are directly generated by the direct 
conflict between all shareholders and management representatives [1]. In the 1970s, the return 
of Hong Kong was imminent. British businessmen were deeply afraid of the "97 Hong Kong 
handover". The differentiated voting rights system would trigger the risk of foreign capital 
running away. Madden and his son tried to withdraw capital through the differentiated voting 
rights system while still controlling the enterprise. In the face of the crisis, John Madden did not 
strive for the interests of all shareholders but wanted to "abandon the boat and land" at any 
time, which generated a vast agency cost. Under the differentiated voting rights system, the 
company controller and its team have the same degree of control over the company as the same 
shareholders with the same shares. The agency cost of the former is significantly higher than 
that of the latter [2]. Moreover, after years of disputes, John Madden and the major shareholder 
Yuliang Zhang eventually sold the shares. However, their behavior harmed the legitimate 
interests of the minority shareholders who wanted the company to continue to operate and 
increased the cost of the group's entrustment agency. 
The reason is still the problem of imperfection and alienation of differentiated voting rights. 
The differentiated voting rights policy in Hong Kong at that time did not have strict 
requirements for the purpose of system implementation and the type of enterprise, which led 
to Wheelock's opportunity to take advantage of it so that managers had a severe bias in the 
starting point of operation and the main body of service. 

2.2. Internal Oversight of the Company Fails 
The non-matching of the residual control of the enterprise and the residual claim under the 
differentiated voting rights system will weaken the company's internal supervision [3]. 
Although Yuliang Zhang, the major shareholder of Wheelock, is not in power, he often puts 
forward his suggestions for the company's operation. However, the chairman of the board of 
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directors, John Madden, ignores it, and the differences between the major shareholder and the 
company's controller gradually arise. Later, Wheelock Group's performance was often 
disappointing. Under the differentiated voting rights system, other shareholders cannot 
supervise and restrain John George, the group controller, which is a symptom of the company's 
internal supervision failure. 
What is more, in 1980, it entered a period of decline in the shipping industry. However, John 
Madden still ignored the decline of the world shipping industry, bought many ships, ordered 
new ships, did not listen to the discouragement of other shareholders, and insisted on using 
Wheelock into a huge predicament, with a debt of HK$2.18 billion. Shareholders tried their best 
to block it but did not let John George stop, indicating that the company's internal regulatory 
system was fragile, and Wheelock Group became his "hall of words." 
The root cause of the problem is still the imperfection and alienation of Hong Kong's 
differentiated voting rights system. Moreover, the board of directors has become his "hall of 
words," which has led to the weakening of internal supervision and constraints of Wheelock 
Group, resulting in Wheelock Group gradually drifting away on the wrong path. 

2.3. Improper Representation by the Issuer 
Under the differentiated voting rights system, shareholders with special voting rights will likely 
be a dictatorship [4]. The development and operation of the company is entirely the 
responsibility of the issuer and its management team, which creates opportunities for the 
dictatorship of extraordinary voting shareholders. Wheelock Shipping because Of john George's 
cross-border intention to invest in the shipping industry, broke into the sand, and fell into debt 
in the later stage. It was caused by the asymmetry of shares and equity under the differentiated 
voting rights system, the "owner's absence of an agent," and "improper management 
agency."The issuer's improper agency caused it. Second, pessimism destroys John Madden's 
vision of value-added business continuity. Against Hong Kong's imminent return, there was an 
information crisis. John Madden's lack of confidence in Hong Kong's prospects and business 
practices were too conservative, so Wheelock Group did not seize this last opportunity to rise, 
and John Madden was improper. 
In further discussion, the root cause of the problem lies in the imperfection of Hong Kong's 
differentiated voting rights system, the lack of penalties for managers after improper agency, 
especially the lack of a director withdrawal mechanism with fiduciary obligations as the core, 
which continues to damage the interests of the company. 

2.4. Infringed Minority Shareholders' Rights and Interests 
Under the differentiated voting rights system, the extraordinary voting shareholders made the 
relevant decisions of the enterprise. It is likely to lead to the maximization of personal interests 
by the company's managers, thereby infringing on public investors' legitimate rights and 
interests. After Wheelock was acquired in 1986 and privatized in June of the same year, 
Guangzheng Wu took power in Wheelock and privatized Wheelock's differentiated voting listed 
companies. Through management changes, asset revaluation, profit to loss, news 
announcements, share price manipulation, issuance of independent opinions, issuance of 
negative news, the slight increase in the purchase price, and completion of the acquisition. In 
this process, Guangzheng Wu manipulated information disclosure and used public opinion to 
use his strength to lower the stock price. This improper information disclosure and public 
opinion campaign were not in line with the situation, so the rights and interests of minority 
shareholders were infringed. This kind of behavior that harms the rights and interests of 
minority shareholders has made public investors deeply disappointed in Wheelock. 
In-depth analysis, we will find that the main problem is still the imperfection and alienation of 
Hong Kong's differentiated voting rights system, especially the lack of a supporting risk 
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disclosure system. Usually, in the differentiated voting rights arrangement, the company is very 
prone to the difficulty of protecting small and medium-sized shareholders. Wheelock Group is 
also the same. Finally, Wheelock Group was delisted and declared its operation failure. 

3. Improvement of Hong Kong's Differentiated Voting Rights System 

3.1. Strict Type Admission Mechanism 
In the 1970s, there was no differentiated voting rights policy to strictly require the type and 
purpose of listing listed companies that issued B shares, which led to the successful issuance of 
B shares by Wheelock with other motives, which increased the cost of entrusting agents. In the 
new Listing Rules, we can see that its restrictions on opportunism are, first of all, restrictions 
on the types of access to companies, and the definition is clear. Hong Kong stock exchange 
believes that innovative industry companies for the Purpose Board Rules should have more 
than one of the following characteristics: (1) one of the company's core business application of 
new technology, new ideas, and new business models; (2) research and development as the 
main activity and account for most of the expenditure, and contribute most of the expected 
value ;(3) the company's successful operation depends on its unique business characteristics 
or intellectual property rights; (4) the total value of intangible assets is exceptionally high. 
Clarifying the company type access system can make some enterprises with no potential but 
want to be opportunistic to be listed on the market from the motivation. It is conducive to 
realizing the differentiated voting rights system and vigorously supporting the prosperity and 
development of science and technology innovation enterprises. At the same time, it is making 
the assessment more objective, carrying out a quantitative assessment of corresponding 
standards, and complementing qualitative and quantitative indicators in parallel. Finally, 
clarifying market access restrictions can significantly improve the approval efficiency of 
regulatory authorities, standardize approval behavior, and prevent approval loopholes. 

3.2. Improve the Independent Director System 
It is precise because of the weakening of the internal supervision of Wheelock Group that John 
Madden has gradually drifted away from the road of bad decision-making, and the independent 
director system is a vital part of the internal supervision system. It is difficult to blame the 
group's failure to operate. In the reform provisions, listed companies with differentiated voting 
rights must establish corporate governance committees, whose members must be non-
independent executive directors and chaired by one of the independent non-executive 
directors. Those show that Hong Kong regulators attach great importance to weakening 
internal supervision caused by the differentiated voting rights structure. 
The new Listing Rules can solve the problem of independent directors not being independent. 
It publishes independent non-executive director provisions, the non-independent directors 
recruited have independence in the face of weakened internal supervision. Extraordinary 
voting shareholders can be supervised and restricted from an independent and neutral 
perspective to reduce the decision-making errors of super-voting shareholders. The special 
Listing Rules propose to elect an independent director as the chairman of the corporate 
governance committee, which significantly enhances the independence of independent 
directors—more representative of the interests of the entire group. 

3.3. Introduction of a Mechanism for the Withdrawal of Directors 
Due to the dictatorship and pessimism of the issuer's directors, the company's performance 
was improperly represented. One after another, wrong decisions were made, resulting in a 
severe decline in the company's performance. In the reform provisions, HKEx has disqualified 
directors as one of the circumstances in which a listed issuer terminates its right to vote. If an 
exchange considers that it does not comply with the directors' requirements set out in the 
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Listing Rules, it should disqualify the directors. It is also recorded in the Director's Provisions 
of Chapter III of the Listing Rules that directors should act in good faith in the company's 
interests and for an appropriate purpose. From there, it can be seen that the Hong Kong market 
supervision department has adopted a director withdrawal mechanism in response to the 
improper representation of managers. 
The director withdrawal mechanism can well serve the differentiated voting rights system and 
better deal with the problem of improper proxy of extraordinary voting shareholders. First, the 
director's withdrawal mechanism is respect for "human capital" and creativity [5]. Secondly, 
the director proposed mechanism is a constraint on special voting shareholders, which requires 
extraordinary voting shareholders to assume fiduciary obligations [6]. Third, the differentiated 
voting rights system has an inherent need to introduce a director withdrawal mechanism [7]. 
Therefore, introducing a director withdrawal mechanism can better supervise and restrict the 
extraordinary voting shareholders. 

3.4. Strengthen the Risk Disclosure System 
In the face of the infringement of extraordinary voting shareholders, minority shareholders are 
powerless and passive. Although the supervision and restriction of the independent director 
system are mentioned, it should be more meaningful for minority shareholders to understand 
the risks to prevent them in advance. The reform provisions require issuers with different 
voting rights structures to include warning words in all listing documents, periodic financial 
reports, circulars, notices, and announcements issued under the Listing Rules, ownership 
documents, or certificates of listed equity securities. The detail in a conspicuous position in the 
listing documents and periodic financial reports the different voting rights structures adopted 
by the issuer, the rationale used, and the associated risks for shareholders. Issuers with WVR 
structures must identify the beneficiaries of the WVR in their listing documents, and interim 
and annual reports disclose the impact of their WVR shares on their share capital if converted 
into common shares. All circumstances in which the WVR rights attached to their shares will be 
terminated. Listed equity securities of issuers with different voting rights structures must have 
a W at the end of their share name. Those show that Hong Kong regulators attach importance 
to the risk disclosure system. 
The Listing Rules reform focuses more on the investment benefits of investors, disclosing from 
the perspective of risk and return while punishing companies whose disclosures are inaccurate, 
untrue, and untimely. 

4. Differentiated Voting Rights System Improve results 

4.1. Market Performance of Hong Kong's Differentiated Voting Rights System 
This reform has attracted many new economy enterprises to Hong Kong through the Hong Kong 
Stock Exchange disclosure or intends to list in Hong Kong. The Hong Kong stock market has 
ushered in a new round of development opportunities. As shown in Table 1, IPO in the Hong 
Kong market were very active in 2018, with as many as 205 new listed companies, setting a 
new record since the opening of the Hong Kong market; the amount of IPO funds raised reached 
HK$272.416 billion, the highest since 2010. In 2018, new economy companies that met the 
conditions to adopt a differentiated voting rights structure accounted for 27.81% of the total 
funds raised by the Hong Kong Stock Exchange, amounting to HK$75.750 billion. As shown in 
Figure 2, in 2018, the Hong Kong Stock Exchange once again topped the global list of IPO 
fundraising, an increase of US$19.1 billion over the previous year. 
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Table 1. HKEx IPO Market Performance in 2018 
 IN 2017 IN 2018 AMOUNT OF INCREASE (%) 

NUMBER OF FIRST (HOME) 160 205 28.13 
NUMBER OF DIFFERENTIATED VOTING 

STRUCTURE COMPANIES (HOME) — 2 — 

IPO AMOUNT (HK $100 MILLION) — 757.50 — 
TOTAL IPO AMOUNT RAISED (HK $100 MILLION) 1224.57 2724.16 122.46 

Note: The numbers come from the flush 
 

 
Figure 1. IPO Stock Exchanges Top Five in Global Financing 2017 

Note: Figures come from Bloomberg and the Hong Kong Stock Exchange 
 

 
Figure 2. IPO Stock Exchanges Top Five in Global Financing 2018 

Note: Figures come from Bloomberg and the Hong Kong Stock Exchange 
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Figure 3. HKEx's top five IPO financing industries in 2018 

Note: The data comes from Flush 
 
The new listing system has dramatically increased the attractiveness of the Hong Kong stock 
market to new economy companies: of the 133 IPO in the Hong Kong primary board market in 
2018, 36 belong to the new economy industry, accounting for more than a quarter, compared 
with the 80 IPO in the main board market in 2017, only 11 companies are from related 
industries, accounting for less than 15%. As shown in Figure 3, the proportion of IPO financing 
in the information technology industry of the Hong Kong Stock Exchange jumped to first place 
in 2018, reaching 34.69%, followed by the communications business and the healthcare 
industry, and the proportion of IPO financing in the financial industry was only 10.92%. 
Although the acceptance of the listing of companies with differentiated voting rights structure 
is not the only measure of the reform of the listing system of the Hong Kong Stock Exchange, it 
is indispensable to the current achievements of the Hong Kong Stock Exchange. 

4.2. Company Performance under Hong Kong's Differentiated Voting Rights 
System 

Through the wind database query, we found that there have been three differentiated voting 
rights companies listed on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange in recent years. They are Xiaomi 
Group and Meituan Dianping, and Alibaba. 
From Table 2, it can be seen that the operating income of Xiaomi Group in the year before the 
listing of differentiated voting rights was 11462474 million yuan, and then soared to 20591516 
million yuan in the following year, an increase of 79.64%. In terms of net profit, from negative 
profit in 2017 to 1004416 million yuan of profit, EBITDA increased from 584898 million yuan 
to 881064 million yuan, an increase of 50.63% year-on-year. Looking at Meituan Dianping, it 
can be seen from table 3 that the total operating income in 2019 was 9756846 million yuan 
compared with 3392799 million yuan in 2017, an increase of 187.59%. Its net profit turned 
negative to positive at the same time as EBITDA, which shows that the differentiated voting 
rights structure has brought great benefits to Meituan Dianping. Then we look at Alibaba, which 
was re-listed on the Hong Kong stock market in 2019, such as Table 4, its total operating income 
increased from 3392799 million yuan in 2017 to 71728900 million yuan in 2020, an increase 
of 90.34%. While Alibaba was the most growing enterprise of the three companies in net profit, 
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EBITDA also increased by 46.11%. The key financial indicators of the three companies show 
outstanding performance after implementing the differentiated voting rights system. 
 

Table 2. Xiaomi Group financial indicators for 2017and 2019 
financial index In 2017 In 2019 growth rate 

gross operating income (million yuan) 114624.74 205915.16 79.64% 
net margin (million yuan) -43826.02 10044.16 — 

EBITDA (million yuan) 5848.98 8810.64 50.63% 

Note: Number is from the WIND database 
 

Table 3. Meituan comment financial indicators for 2017 and 2019 
financial index In 2017 In 2019 growth rate 

gross operating income (million yuan) 33927.99 97568.46 187.57% 
net margin (million yuan) -18916.62 2238.77 — 

EBITDA (million yuan) -3666.55 5602.43 — 

Note: Number is from the WIND database 
 

Table 4. Alibaba financial indicators for 2018 and 2020 
financial index In 2018 In 2020 growth rate 

gross operating income (million yuan) 376844.00 717289.00 90.34% 
net margin (million yuan) 87886.00 150578.00 71.33% 

EBITDA (million yuan) 94164.00 137587.00 46.11% 

Note: Number is from the WIND database 
 
At the same time, the three companies are also eye-catching in terms of stock prices. Xiaomi 
Group's stock price of $3.8 in the third quarter of 2021 increased by 71.17% compared with 
$2.22 when it was listed in the third quarter of 2018. Alibaba's stock price in the fourth quarter 
of 2020 was $307.31, an increase of 49.62% compared with $215.47 when it was listed in the 
fourth quarter of 2019. Meituan-Dianping's situation is even better to increase by 506.43% to 
$40.48 in the fourth quarter of 2020 compared with $7 when it was listed in the fourth quarter 
of 2018. This financial information reflects the success of the reform of Hong Kong's 
differentiated voting rights system. 

5. Policy Recommendations on the Differentiated Voting Rights System of 
the Science and Technology Innovation Board in Mainland China 

5.1. Further Standardize the Restrictions on the Types of Corporate Access 
The critical purpose of implementing the differentiated voting rights system is to support the 
prosperity and development of science and technology enterprises. So enterprises that apply 
for differentiated voting rights listing should be restricted on the type. The "Rules for listing on 
the Science and Technology Innovation Board" in mainland China require that they must be 
science and technology innovation enterprises. However, the provisions are relatively general, 
leading some enterprises to exploit policy loopholes with ulterior motives. Those firms use 
loopholes to disguise themselves as science and technology innovation enterprises and deceive 
the government's policy support. 
Therefore, we need further to standardize the restrictions on the types of corporate access. First, 
two kinds of indicators are set in the rules: qualitative and quantitative; second, in the 
qualitative indicators, companies applying for differentiated voting rights listing are required 
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to have new technologies, innovative ideas, or new business models, and the company's 
operation depends on individual intellectual property rights or business characteristics; third, 
after being measured by qualitative indicators, it is then measured by quantitative indicators, 
including the proportion of R&D expenditure to total expenditure and the ratio of intangible 
assets to tangible assets or total market value, and the government and the public approve the 
specific ratio as a quantitative indicator; finally After strict measurement of both qualitative 
and quantitative indicators, the company is allowed to list with differentiated voting rights. It 
is proposed to add to Article 3 of the Rules Governing the Listing of the Science and Technology 
Innovation Board to regulate further the restrictions on the types of companies entering the 
company. 

5.2. Establish and Improve the System of Independent Chief Directors 
The fact that listed companies and their significant shareholders employ independent directors 
does not require a relationship that may hinder their independent and objective judgment. 
Being responsible to all shareholders makes independent directors more conducive to the 
governance of listed companies with differentiated voting rights. However, in terms of 
standardized operation and supervision and constraints, the Listing Rules of the Sci-Tech 
Innovation Board only require supervisors to issue great opinions, and the remarkable 
opinions are only supervised and not restricted. There are no provisions that reflect the 
importance of the independent director system. 
We can sublimate our measures in Hong Kong and establish a sound system of independent 
chief directors. First, in the specific implementation, through the combination of shareholder 
nomination and the securities regulatory department selection system, the regulatory 
authorities provide several people with rich experience in performing their duties by 
independent directors for the board of directors to select the independent chief directors. 
Secondly, the independent chief directors "Group Cabinet" select independent director 
candidates in the independent director talent pool established by the regulatory authorities, 
which is determined by the board of directors and the shareholders' general meeting "one share, 
one right" [8]. Build a more independent, more united, and more intelligent team. It is proposed 
to include in Article 4.5.13 of the Listing Rules of the Star Market the content of the chief 
independent director system. 

5.3. Further Highlight the Director Withdrawal Mechanism 
Because the purpose of investment in the differentiated voting rights structure is to invest in 
"people", the differentiated voting rights system can also be seen as a form of human capital 
contribution. So talented people should lose the qualification to be invested when they no 
longer make remarkable contributions [9]. However, China's Listing Rules for the Science and 
Technology Innovation Board do not have mandatory requirements for extraordinary voting 
shareholders to serve as directors. The exit mechanism does not effectively regulate the 
unqualified withdrawal of extraordinary voting shareholders. 
We introduced a director withdrawal mechanism. First of all, in the Listing Rules of the Science 
and Technology Innovation Board, it is required that the extraordinary voting shareholders 
must serve as directors, bind the fiduciary obligations of directors, and make the withdrawal 
mechanism more legal and compliant. Secondly, the proxy misconduct of the extraordinary 
voting shareholders should also be held accountable. The matters that trigger the withdrawal 
mechanism of directors should be included in the voting restrictions on particular matters. 
Specifically, when the directors did not focus on the prospects of the enterprise or did not 
exercise diligence and due diligence and brought significant operational decision-making 
errors or considerable losses to the company, the minority shareholders had the right to apply 
for the convening of a general meeting of shareholders. In the case of one share, one right, a 
proposal for the removal of a director is approved by more than two-thirds of the voting rights 
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held by the shareholders present at the meeting. The general meeting of shareholders has 
reason to deprive them of their status as directors. At this time, their special voting shares will 
be converted into 1:1 shares with the same rights. It is proposed to add a director withdrawal 
mechanism to Rule 4.5.14 of the Listing Rules on the Star Market. 

5.4. Further Strengthen the Risk Disclosure System 
The information asymmetry between the company and the shareholders will facilitate the 
infringement of the legitimate rights and interests of minority shareholders by extraordinary 
voting shareholders. However, the Listing Rules of the Star Market only disclose matters such 
as changes in special voting rights of listed companies and do not make special warnings and 
risk warnings for the company's documents to add special voting rights. At that time, nor do 
they make a unique identification of their stock codes. What is more, nor do they require 
detailed disclosure of subjects with greater risk of related party transactions. 
New regulations are needed for the risk disclosure system to strengthen risk disclosure further. 
First of all, the words "voting rights difference arrangement company" are marked on the 
company's prospectus to remind investors. Then, in the disclosure, the focus of information 
services is consciously shifted to the positive direction of investors' investment, and the 
disclosure of investor safety is strengthened. Last, the risk of asymmetry in information 
disclosure is strictly prevented, and the risk problems of China's information disclosure that 
affect the impact of accuracy, authenticity, timeliness, and other influences and delay the 
judgment of investors are vigilant. At the same time, punish companies that disclose inaccurate, 
untrue, and untimely. It is proposed to add a new regulation on risk disclosure to Article 4.5.12 
of the Listing Rules on the Star Market. 

6. Conclusion 

The article was introduced by the successful listing of UCTA Technology Co., Ltd. on the 
Shanghai Stock Exchange to explore the differentiated voting rights system in depth. The author 
compares the case issues of Wheelock and analyzes the relevant measures and effects taken by 
the Hong Kong government. Finally, use this case as an inspiration to improve China's 
differentiated voting rights system from the perspective of internal governance structure to 
promote the two-wheel-drive of legal constraints and contractual autonomy on corporate 
governance and escort the economy. 
Although there are suggestions and suggestions from all parties on the protection of ordinary 
voting shareholders in the Listing Rules, China's voting rights difference policy and Western 
countries started late compared with it, and there are inevitably imperfections in policy 
requirements. Therefore, our attitude towards the differentiated voting rights system should 
be both affirmative and restrictive. Actively propose to improve the differentiated voting rights 
system, completely close the "willfulness" and "favoritism" of extraordinary voting 
shareholders into the cage of the policy to "supervise", and the common shareholders and the 
joint regulatory authorities urge them to be "diligent" and "conscientious". 
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